Please
consult

6 bedroom Mansion in Pego
Ref: C-13 Mansión Muralla. Pego

Property type : Mansion

Swimming pool : No

House area : 883 m²

Location : Pego

Garden : Private

Plot area :

480 m²

Area : Marina Alta

Orientation : N/A

Airport :

111km y 96Km

Bedrooms : 6

Views : N/A

Beach :

7km

Bathrooms : 6

Parking : 3 cars

City :

0km

Golf :

10km

Terrace

Fireplace

Basement

Solarium

Unique opportunity.
Beautiful and unique Manor House with two towers and a large original canvas of the old wall that surrounded the town in the Middle Ages
(late 13th century), with the possibility of turning it into a Boutique-Hotel. (We have a project in our oﬃces). A unique opportunity to feel the
bridge between the past and the present in a house full of history and charm.
A large part of the old wall that once surrounded the city of Pego, today forms the bearing and protection walls of this property. In addition,
two intact and habitable towers stand out inside the house, being the last of the original wall, as well as the large canvas of the wall of the
exterior facade and the side of the kitchen.
This wonderful house is located in the heart of Pego near Denia and Jávea on the Costa Blanca of Alicante.
The house itself has 6 bedrooms and 6 bathrooms, 4 ﬁreplaces, a private garage, terrace, solarium and basement.
The house presents several modiﬁcations and adaptations made in its interiors (from the basement with its vaulted ceilings to the old
chambers and towers) to condition it to current comforts without taking away that special charm that only this type of ancestral houses has.
A stately home that reveals its beauty and grandeur not only at ﬁrst glance but also once inside it.
This house has also been designed by its last owner as a place of maximum rest, comfort and privacy and it is diﬃcult to put into words the
feeling of security, well-being, calm and comfort that one experiences within these strong and protective walls and the spaces that these
create.
Next to the house is the chapel of San Lorenzo, a space that once belonged to the house but was donated to the church in the 19th century.
In short, an ideal property for lovers of history and stately homes, full of secrets that await to be discovered, lived and brought to light and
whose presence you can feel in all rooms.
Contact us to know more about the Boutique Hotel reform project with six suites and six bathrooms and an apartment. Or simply to ﬁnd out
more about this unique opportunity.
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